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KINEMATICS OF MACHINES. 

CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTORY CONSIDERATIONS. 

1. Study of Machines. - In general the study of a 
lVIachine involves problems of three distinct kinds. We 
may first of all consider from a geometrical point of view 
the motion of any part of the machine with reference to 
any other part, without taking account of any of the forces 
acting on such parts. Or, the action of the forces impressed 
on the parts of the machine, and of the forces due to its 

own inertia or to the weight of its parts, may be dealt with, 
and the resulting transformations of energy may be deter
mined. A third branch of the theory of machines treats 
of the action of these loads and forces in producing stresses 
and strains in the materials employed in the construction 
of the machine, and discusses the sizes, forms, and pro
portions of the various parts which are required either to 
insure proper strength while avoiding waste of material, 
or to make the machine capable of doing the work for which 
it is being designed. 

The science dealing with the first-named class of problem 
is termed the l\-inematics of l'vfachines, which we n1ay define 
as being that science which treats of the relative motion 
of the parts of machines, without regard to the forces pro
ducing such motions, or to the stresses and strains produced 
by such forces. 
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With this limitation, in the case of almost all bodies 
forming portions of machines, it is possible to neglect any 
deformation they may undergo in working, and in studying 
the Kinematics of 1Iachines we may at once apply to 
machine problems the results obtained by the study of 
the motion of rigid bodies. Important exceptions will 
present themselves to the reader's mind; for example, 
ropes, belts, and springs cannot be considered kinematically 
as being rigid, and many mechanical contrivances involve 
the use of liquid or gaseous material. Such cases as these 
will be considered later. 

By the term !v[achine we may understand a combina
tion or arrangement of certain portions of resistant material, 
the relative motions of which are controlled in such a way 
that some form of available energy is transmitted from 
place to place, or is transformed into another desired kind. 
This definition includes under the head of .Machines all 
contrivances which have for their object the transformation 
or transmission of energy, or the performance of some par
ticular kind of work, and further implies that a single 
portion of material is not considered as a machine. The 
so-called simple machines in every case involve the idea of 
more than one piece of material. 

A combination or arrangement of portions of material by 
means of which forces are transmitted or loads are carried 
without sensible relative motions of the component parts 
is called a Structure. 

The term .\1 ecnanis1n is often used as an equivalent for 
the word 1-'lachine. It is, however, preferable to restrict 
its use somewhat, and to employ the word to denote simply 
a combination of pieces of material having definite relative 
motions, one of the pieces being regarded as fixed in space. 
Such a mechanism often represents kinematically some 
actual machine which has the same number of parts as the 
mechanism with the same relative motions. The essential 
difference is that in the case of a machine such parts have 
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to transmit or transform energy, and are proportioned and 
formed for this end, while in a mt>chanism the relative motion 
of the parts only is considered. We may look upon a 
mechanism, then, as being the ideal or kinematic form of a 
machine, and our work will be much simplified in most 
cases if we consider for kinematic purposes the mechanism 
instead of the machine. Such a substitution is also of the 
greatest service in the comparison and classification of 
machines; we shall find in this way that machines, at first 
sight quite distinct, are really related, inasmuch as their 
representative mechanisms consist of the same number of 
parts having similar relative motions, and only differing 
because a different piece is considered to be fixed in each 
case. 

2. Constrained Motion.-On further consideration of the 
nature of a Machine as defined above, it will be noted that 
each part of the machine must have certain definite motions 
relatively to any other part, such definite motions being 
repeated again and again during the working of the machine. 
Thus the motion of a machine-part must be completely 
constrained, that is, the part must be free to move only in 
the manner desired to produce the required transformation 
of energy, and for it other unnecessary motions must be 
rendered impossible. Constrained motion of a body takes 
place when every point in the body is made to describe some 
definite and prescribed path. This constraint is effected 
in general by so forming and connecting the parts that all 
forces tending to disturb their constrained motion are 
balanced by stresses set up in the parts themselves. It is 
assumed, of course, that the machine remains uninjured 
by such stresses. 

3. Pairs of Elements.-The nature of the connection 
between the parts of a machine will be best understood by 
taking a simple case and discussing the way in which some 
form of constrained relative motion of two bodies may be 
obtained. Suppose, for example, that a piece of material, 



whk:h we may call a, has to be capable of a motion of 
translation along a straight line. with reference to another 

piece, I,, and is to have no other re�'ltive motion whate,·cr. 
This must be accomplished by giving theoo pieces suit.able 
fonns. Such an arrangement as that sketched in Fig, 1 

would not meet the cas.e, for, although a execute,; the ,e. 
quired movement so long as it remains in the groove fonned 
in I, and does not rotate on its axis in the groove, the forms 
shown do not provent a le:i.ving the groove in I, or rotating 
in that groove. 

lt will be found that to attain the desired object some 
such forms as shown in Fig.� must be adopted, and th.at if 
this is done, the only possible motion of a relatively to I, is 
th.at of simple translation along a straight line parallel to 
the edge of the groove or slot in b. The figure will mcnll 
to the reader the appearance of a steam-engine cross.he.ad 
and its guides, a pair of bodies which have indeed the same 
relative motion as that described above. 

We sha.11 refer to a pair of bodies so fonned as to pennit 

http:cross.he.ad


of panly or wholly constrained reL,tive motion while in con
tact as a pair of ek>Mnts, the clem ents being roa\ly the sur
faces of contact, or working surfaces, of the pair of boclics 
Such pairs are distinguished as being (a) higher pairs and 
(b) /ewer pairs, Lower pairs may be defined as thos,: in 
which "the form s of the clements are geometrically iden
tical, the one being solid or full and the other hollow or 
open" (Reulcaux). This definition involves the idea of 
surface contact to produce the required partial or complete 
constraint, while in the case of higherpairs oonstmint is 

produced by oontact at a sufficient number of lines or 

points Mechanically, lower pairing in machinery is pre{. 
<!r"d.ble. wherever p;::,ssible. Th" reason for this is that 
wear t.,kes place much more r.a.pidly in a case where line 
orpointoontact occurs th.,n in the case where surfaces of 
oonsiderablc extent are touching. other oonditions being 
the same 

A pair of elemcnt.s whose relative motion is com plct.ely 
constrained is said to be closed. Thus such a pafr as is 

shown in Fig., is not closed, while that of Fig. � is oorn
plete\y closed, for, as has been already pointed out, the 
Only pos.sible relative motion is one of pure translation in 
a straight line. 
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The nature of the relative motion of two bodies can only 
be defined when one of them is considered as being fixed. 
In the case of a pair of elements ab, a being fixed while b 
moves, we may have the same relative motion of a and b 
as when b is fixed while a moves, but the pair is said to be 
inverted, that is, the second element is fixed instead of the 
first. Examples of such inversion of pairs frequently occur 
in considering actual machines, and it is important to remem
ber that, while inversion of a pair may cause no alteration 
of the relative motion of the elements themselves, it may, and 
generally does, alter their motion relatively to other bodies. 

4. Links and Chains.-In studying any simple mechan
ism or machine, we find that each piece of material carries, 
or has formed upon it, one element of each of two or more 
pairs. Take for example the cross-head of a steam-engine; 
in addition to the surface which pairs with the guide bar or 
bars, the block has a cylindrical surface pairing with a similar 
one on the small end of the connecting-rod,and it thus carries, 
or links together, two elements belonging to two different 
pairs. 

In general, then, a part of a machine forms a kinematic 
link connecting two or more elements, belonging respectively 
to two or more pairs, and the whole arrangement or com
bination of such links is known as a kinematic chain. This · 
may or may not have such kinematic properties as to make 
it available as a mechanism; for we can easily imagine a 
kinematic chain which does not comply with our definition 
of a mechanism when one link is fixed. Consider the case 
of a linkwork formed of five bars, a b  c de, jointed at the 
angles as shown in Fig. 3. Suppose a to be fixed, then the 
motion of cord relatively to a is not constrained, and such 
a chain, therefore, is not a mechanism as we have defined it. 

It is most important to note, with regard to this point, 
that the motion of c with respect to b is constrained, i.e., c 
can only have one motion with regard to b, that of turning 
about the axis of the joint connecting them, whereas with 
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respect to a, c can be made to move in any number of dif
ferent ways,_ depending in this case on the force or forces 
applied to the different bars. The motion of c with respect 
to a is therefore not constrained. This fact is illustrated 
in Fig. 3, where it is seen that if the links b and e take up 
the positions b' and e', c and d may be either at c' and d', or 
at c" and d". Such a kinematic chain as this is said not 
to be closed, and we define a closed chain as a series of links 

'' ' ' '' '' '' 
','�Ii' ·, '' ' ', 

FIG. 3. 

so connected that each of them has only one definite motion 
relatively to any other link. Thus if one link be fixed, the 
motion of any other can be determined. A closed chain 
having one link fixed is then equivalent to a mechanism. 

The various ways in which closure is obtained in pairs 
and in chains will be discussed later. 

A chain of which each link carries two elements is 
termed a simple chain, for a link cannot have a less number 
of elements than two. If, however, any link or links have 
three or more elements respectively belonging to three or 
more pairs, the chain is said to be compound. In some 
ways compound chains present more difficulties than do 
simple chains, but the kinematics of both kinds may be 
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studied by exactly the same methods. Fig. 4 shows a 
closed compound chain, ,vhich has been suggested as a 
straight-line motion. It will be seen that the link a is 
fixed, and that b earries one element of each of the pairs 

-
FIG. 4. 

ba, bd, be, while c has upon it one element of each of the 
pairs ca, cd, cf. 

It is worth while noticing that if the link d were removed 
the chain would no longer be a closed one. The particular 
mechanism shown in Fig. 4 will be again referred to.* 

In the last two figures the links have been represented 
by straight bars. From a kinematic point of view, how
ever, the mechanisms or chains would have been unchanged 
if the form of the bars had been altered in any way, always 
supposing that the axes of the joints remain parallel and at 
the same distance apart, and that the forms of the links· 
are not such as to cause fouling or interference while the 
mechanism is in. motion. It is evident that these re
marks apply generally, and we may say that, as a rule, 

* See Fig. 59. 
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the form or shape of a link in a chain is not of importance 
in kin em a tics, so long as the form adopted does not render 
impossible any portion of the required moYement of the 
link. Questions of form and shape fall \.vithin the province 
of the science of Iviachine Design. 

\Ve have already seen that in discussing \vhether a 
kinematic chain is or is not equivalent to a mechanism, 
we suppose one link to be fixed, and we then proceed to 
determine vvhether the chain is closed or not ; a closed chain 
,having one link fixed being regarded as a mechanism. 

The choice of the fixed link is left open, and by selecting 
different links of a kinematic chain different mechanisms are 
generally obtained. Thus, in general, from a giYen kjne
matic chain we may derive as many mechanisms as the 
chain has links. These mechanisms are called the i11i·er
sions of the original chain, and, as in the case of the inver
sion of pairs, the exchange of one fixed link for another is 
knovvn as the inversion of the chain. l\lany examples of 
such inversion will be met \.vith in the follcnving chapters. 

5. Motion and Position in a Plane.·- Kinematics is sim
ply the science of pure motion, as is indee<l indicated by its 
name (from Khn;µa, motion), first suggested by .. .\mpere. 
Some of the simpler propositions of pure kinematics \Yill be 
given here before explaining their application in the special 

- case of the kinematics of machines. rfhev are based on 
geometrical principles, since they deal \.vith the ideas of 
position and space. But it \vill be at once seen that the 
introduction of the ideas of time, and consequently of veloc
ity and acceleration, e-xtends the scope of the science of 
kinematics considerably beyond the limits of pure geometry. 

'fwo chief classes of problems arise, the first dealing with 
the position and motion of a particle, and the second treat
ing or similar questions relating to rigid bodies. The motion 
of non-rigid bodies is of course of a far more complex nature, 
and only a few elementary cases ,vill fall ,vithin the limits 
of this \.Vork. Indeed the motion of such bodies cannot be 
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investigated apart from the forces acting on them, and its 
consideration falls within the province of Kinetics, rather 
than vvithin that of Kinematics. 

:Nlotion is defined as change of position, and is known 
if the position of the point or body considered is known for 
every instant. The positior. of a point or of a body can only 
be defined in relation to another point or body (as the case 
may be) ,vhose position is fixed, or, in other words, whose 
change of position is neglected. Position (and therefore 
motion) is then purely relativee. When we speak of a moun
tain being ten thousand feet in height, we are referring the 
position of its summit to an arbitrary datum surface, that 
of mean sea-leYel. In stating the position of a point or 
body (a body being equivalent to a system of points) we 
must then refer to some other point or body, and in consid
ering the motion of a point or system of points, such motion 
can only be imagined with reference to a second point or 
system of points, supposed to be fixed. 

In the case of plane motion, this reference system is 
usually taken to be the surface on which is drawn the dia
gram representing the motion of the body considered. In 
order to define the plane motion of a plane figure, with 
regard to a plane, it is sufficient to know the motion of any 
two points in the figure ,vith reference to the plane. The 
truth of this will be seen by considering that if the motion 
of one point only \Vere known, we should still be ignorant 
of any rotation the figure might have about an axis perpen
dicular to the plane. The knowledge of another point's 
motion, however, defines such rotation. 

In most cases, problems arising in the kinematic study 
of machines are found to involve the consideration of Plane 

Motion only. 
�� rigid body having Plane 1vlotion nioves in such a ,vay 

that all planes originally parallel to a certain fixed plane 
(that of motion) remain parallel thereto during the whole 
movement of the body, ,vhile any point whatever in the body 
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moves in a plane either parallel to or coincident with the 
plane of motion. 

A body moving in this manner will in fact ha,re no 
motion of translation in a direction normal to the plane of 
motion, and the position of the body with respect to the 
plane of motion will agree exactly with the position of its 
projection on the plane of motion. Hence in considering 
the plane motion of rigid bodies, we need deal only with the 
kinematics of plane figures, and all propositions relating to 
the plane motion of plane figures will be applicable to that 
of rigid bodies. 

It is not, in general, so necessary to trace out the whole 
motion of a body as to know what is its instantaneous 

motion at some given stage of its movement. By this term 
is meant the change of position executed by the body in a 
very small period of time. The manner in which these 
small changes of position follow one another must now be 
�onsidered for the case of plane motion. 

In Figure 5, let AB, A'B', represent two successive posi
tions of a plane figure (as defined by the position of two 
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FIG. 5. 

points A and B in it) at the beginning and end of an interval 
of time which is· very small as compared with the whole 
period of motion. 

Join AA', BB', and bisect the lines AA', BB', by straight 
lines perpendicular to AA', BB', and intersecting at C,. 
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Then it is plain that C1
A = C1

,4' and C1B = C
1
B', and if 

the point ,4 had described a very small circular arc ,vith 
centre C., its ne,v position ,vould haYe been ,4 ' ,  and its path 
,vould have been indistinguishable from the line .4 .4 ' .  The 
actual infinitesimally small change of position of the point A 
is therefore the same as if it had been rotated in the plane 
of motion around an axis perpendicular to the plane and 
passing through Cl ' and similarly for the point B. Thus, 
kno,ving the change of position of t\vo points in the rigid 
figure considered,we saythat the actual instantaneous motion 
of the body'.4. B has been equivalent to a virtual rotat£on about 
the centre C • During the next instant the instantaneous 

1

motion may be around some other point C2 indefinitely 
near to c·

l ' and so on. 1'he point C2 corresponds to the 
movement from A' B' to ,4 "B". Thus to every part of the 
motion of .4 B, vvith regard to the plane, there corresponds 
a certain point c· in the plane, about which an equivalent 
virtual rotation has taken place. Such points. as Cl ' C2 • • •  , 

are called the instaritancous or virtual centres of .-lB ,vith 
regard to the plane. The locus of C" or the curve described 
by the point C on the plane, is kno,vn as the ce11troac of .1. B 
\vith regard to the plane, and, in general, it forms a con
tinuous curve. 

In the case of a rigid body having plane motion, it ,vould 
be more correct to consider the equivalent rotation as tak
ing place about a virtual axis (perpendicular to the plane of 
motion) of \Vhich the points c ' c . . . are the successive l 2 

traces on the plane of motion. Such a virtual axis ,vould 
then describe a surface in space, this surface being kno,vn 
as the axode of the body with regard to the plane of motion. 
For most cases of plane motion, ho,vever, we are content to 
simplify matters by considering the centrode instead of the 
axode. \Ve shall see later that in more complex forms of 
motion the axode becomes of great kinematic importance. It 
is in every case what is called a ruled surface, i.e., a surface 
described by successive positions of a straight line in space. 
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Referring again to the plane motion of the figure AB 

(Fig. 5 ) ,  let us inquire what happens if our construction 
fails. This will occur if the bisectors of the lines AA' and BB' 

are parallel, in which case the successive positions of AB 
are also parallel to one another, and the motion of the body, 
or of the figure it represents, is one of sirnple translation 
in a straight line. The virtual centre for such motion as 
this is then at an infinite distance, and we may regard any 
plane motion of translation in a straight line as equivalent 
to a rotation about an infinitely distant centre. Again,. sup
pose that one of our reference points A does not change its 
position at all. It is easily seen that AB has now simple 
rotation about A ,  and during the continuation of this motion 
we have no longer a virtual but a permanent centre. It 
may happen that the lines bisecting AA' and BB' are coin
cident. A Ii ttle consideration will show that in this c&se, 
since the triangles ABC and A '  B'Ct must be equal in all1 

respects, the point Ct is at the intersection of AB and A 'B', 

produced if necessary ; as before, a simple rotation about 
Ct \Vould suffice to move AB into the new position A 'B'. 

It is thus shown that in every case the motion of a plane 
figure in a pla1ie may be regarded as equivalen,,t to a simple 
rotation about some actual or virtual centre, whose position in 
the plane will be fixed in the case of simple rotation, or will 
be at an infinite distance in the case of sin1ple translation. 
Such a virtual centre, however, is in general neither fixed, nor 
at an infinite distance, but changes its position as the body 
moves, and its locus in the plane is the centrode of the body 
,vith reference to the plane. Note that only rigid bodies 
or figures can have centrodes, for we assume that the posi
tion of our reference-line AB in the figure or body remains 
unchanged throughout the motion, and we represent a rigid 
body by the line joining the t\vo points in question. 

It has thus been seen that the centrode of a body with 
regard to the plane of motion is a cun:e described on that 
plane by the virtual centre of the body. Let us now con-
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sider the relative motion of tvvo bodies in a plane. Instead 
of supposing that the virtual centre 111 (Fig. 6) of the first 
body AB traces its centrode on the plane of motion, imagine 
that the curveis markedon a sheet of paper or surface rigidly 
attached to the second body CD, and that the body CD is 
fixed. 1'he point 111 is then the one point common to the 
two bodies AB and CD at which there is no relative motion, for 
the only possible relative motion would be rotation about 
the point ]\1, a motion which is non-existent as far as a 
point is concerned. 1\11 is the virtual centre of AB relatively 
to CD, but evidently it might equally well be called the 
virtual centre of CD relatively to AB. Next suppose that 
AB is fixed, and let CD have exactly the same relative motion 
as before. At the instant ,vhen the relative positions of 
AB and CD are the same as those just considered, the vir
tual centre will be the same point 1.vf, but it may now be 
supposed to describe its centrode on the body AB, and not 
on CD. This centrode (that of CD relatively to AB) will 
not be the same curve as that described before, although 
they must have one point 1vl in common at any instant. It 
is evident, therefore, that the two centrodes corresponding 
to the relative motion of t\\-·o bodies always touch at a point, 
which is the virtual centre for the instant considered, and 
we may represent such relative motion by the rolling on one 
another of a pair of centrodes. Further, we shall find that 
from the form of these centrodes we can determine the 
relative motion of the two bodies. 

A

To make this clearer, the two cases of motion are repre
sented in Fig. 6. AB and CD represent the original posi
tions of the two bodies, and, CD remaining fixed, A

1B1, 

2 B2
• • • A6B5 represent successive positions of AB, the 

motion from AB to At1B1 corresponding to a rotation about 
a virtual centre M1, and so on. The curve M1M2 • • • M

6 
is 

then the centrode of AB with regard to CD. 
Next we have plotted the positions c·1D1, C.JJ • • • C52 D6 

which CD would occupy, supposing that the relative motion 
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were the same as before, but that AB now remained fixed. 
For example, in the figure Cr/)

3 
has the same position rela

tive to AB that A3B3 has to CD, and so on for all the other 
positions. We now find the series of virtual centres .ll-1

1
, 

FIG, 6, 

N2 • • •  N by the construction previously explained, and5 

see that these centres lie on another curve touching the first 
at ivf 1 and forming the centrode of CD with regard to AB. 

Remembering that this curve is attached to, or rather 
described on, the body represented by AB, suppose that CD 

remains fixed, while AB (with the centrode attached) moves 
from AB to A 1B1 , i.e., AB rotates instantaneously about 
lvl • · If the movement is imitated by tracing AB and the 
curve 1'vl1 , N2 • • • N5 on paper and placing AB in the position 
A2B2, it will be found that N

2 
coincides with lvf 

2
. When 

AB is at A3B3, lv:l3 and N3 coincide, and so on. Such suc

: 

cessive coincidences can only occur if the curve M1N5 rolls 

In the same way if we trace CD and the curve lvf1M5
, and 

let CD occupy its successive positions, we find that the points 
coincide as before, the curve M 1M5 now rolling on A11Nr;• 

Thus the given relative motion of A B  and CD, through 
the successive positions shown on the figure, is represented 
by the rolling on one another of two curves, the pair of cen
trodes of the two bodies. 
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The reader is strongly recommended to satisfy himself 
of the correctness of the above statements by actually draw
ing a pair of bodies, and their centrodes for a given case of 
relative motion. Great care and accuracy in dra,ving are 
necessary in order to obtain correct positions for the virtual 
centres. 

,ve have now discussed the case of the relative motion of 
two bodies in a plane, and have seen that their virtual 
centre describes a pair of curves, namely the centrodes, each 
being traced on one of the two bodies. 

Suppose next that we have three bodies, represented, 
as before, by plane figures, and having any kind of relative 
plane motion. The three bodies will evidently have three 
virtual centres, while four bodies would have six, and so ont; 
in fact, a kinematic chain having plane motion and con-

-sisting of n links will have n(nt 1 ) virtual centres connected 
2 

with it, for it will easily be seen that the number of virtual 
centres must be that of the combinations of n things taken 
two at a time. 

On examination of any particular case we shall see that 
the various virtual centres in a mechanism having plane 
motion are arranged in threes, each three lying in a straight 
line, whatever be the position of the mechanism. 

The proof of this statement is as followst: Consider any 
three of the bodies, or links forming the kin em atic chain 
or mechanism, and let us call them a, b, c. Denoting the 
virtual centre of a with regard to b by O and rememberinga b  

that this is the same point as the virtual centre of b with 
regard to a, we have for the three bodies considered the 
three virtual centres O ab• 0ac• 0b 

e 
· First consider b as being 

fixed. Then with regard to the point Oa any point in a b 

has a simple motion of rotation, so that, for example, the 
point O a c  is moving instantaneously and relatively to b in a 
direction at right angles to the line Oa c  • • • 0be · 

Again, \.vith regard to the point Ob, •  any point in c, such 
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a1o0.,.omustobeomovingoinstantanrouslyoandorelativclyotoob 
in a diroctionoatrightanglcstooth.,JineO., . . .  0., 

Thus tl,e pointoO.,. regarded as a point in a. is moving 
in aolineoperpcn<lic:ular to O., . . .  O.,;owhile ifol'l'gardedoas 
"- point inc. 0., movcs in a lineopcrpcndicubr to O., . . .  O,,, 
b beingo�ardOOoa1ofixed in each case. O.,oeannotohase 
two separate <li=ticms of instantaneous movement at the 
&.'.I.me instant, h�nce the lines 00, • • •  o.,and00, • • •  O,,are 
both perpcndieular to the 1,ame line, They cannot be 

parallel. since they both passothroui:hoO.,, ;md theyotherc
fore coincideoindil'fl<:tion.oi.e., the points 0o0.,o0."o0,,olieon 
one straight line 

Thcpo•itionooftheovirtualcentresinovariousmochanisms 
will be studied when wcoconsidcr the relative velocities of 

ro

;�;; gt:"":
1 
of';!t ;:;:::: \:•�;:-rm:��n;o:� 

tions of thcvinua!ccntres i n a omccltanism. 

be r:U�tiCi� M��:��!::::;:/�?;,�t;,7�,::h;! 
are plane motions. eitheroforotationoo.- translation, or both 
combined. Such motions can be studied goomctrieally by 
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the method. indicated in the preceding section. It is pos
sible (as will be seen later) to have a lower pair, in \.vhich 
the motion is non-plane. A some\.vhat limited number of 
cases of higher pairing also occur in \.vhich the motion is 
non-plane. 

In every instance, however, in a closed pair, we have seen 
that there must be continuous contact of the surfaces, and 
it follo\VS that the most general possible relative motion of 
two parts of a mechanism is represented by the motion of 
one rigid body continuously touching another at a point 
or series of points. 

i\ny such motion must be of the nature of sliding, roll
ing, or spinning, separately or combined. 

Siniple rolling takes place if the instantaneous axis lies 
in the common tangent plane at the point of instantaneous 
contact. 

Si1nple spinning exists when the instantaneous axis is. 
the common normal at the point of contact. 

Suppose that the relative motion is such that the instan
taneous axis passes through the point of contact, and is 
neither in nor perpendicular to the tangent plane. The 
motion is then combined rolling and spinning. If the in
stantaneous axis does not pass through the point of contact, 
the rolling and spinning will further be combined with a 
sliding motion. 

We have a familiar example of combined rolling and 
sliding in the mutual action of a pair of teeth in an ordinary 
spur-wheel ;  the motion of the balls in a bicycle bearing, 
again, is a case of combined rolling and spinning. 

The links of a certain class of mechanism are found to 
have such motions that their instantaneous axes all pass. 
through a fixed point, while each portion of every link 
remains at its own constant distance from that point. Such 
motion is called spheric motion, because any given point 
on a link must be always on the surface of a sphere de
scribed about the fixed point as centre. It is evident that 
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the most general case of spheric motion is that of a rigid 
body of which one point is fixed, and any kind of spheric 
motion can be made up by combining spins about axes 
passing through the fixed point. Plane motion may be 
looked upon as a particular case of spheric motion, in which 
the radius of the spheres is infinitely large. 

7. Freedom and Constraint. - We have seen that the 
essential feature of a kinematic pair is the mutual con
straint due to the forms of the two elements of which the 
pair is composed. Before considering the ways in which 
constraint or closure is actually applied it will be well to 
examine briefly the conditions on which the freedom of 
movement of a rigid body depends. 

The most general motion of a free rigid body may be 
looked upon as being a combination of three independent 
rotations about three rectangular axes, with three inde
pendent motions of translation along those axes. Such a 
body may then be said to have six degrees of freedom, one 
of which is taken away (or one degree of constraint is im
posed) when any one of these six modes of movement is 
rendered impossible. Suppose that the free rigid body is 
forced to touch a smooth fixed surface at one point, one 
degree of freedom is lost, for no translation can take place 
in a direction normal to the tangent plane to the surface at 
the points of contact. The three motions of rotation, how
ever, still remain possible, and so does motion of translation 
in any direction parallel to the tangent plane at the point 
of contact. A second point of restraint may be arranged 
so as to prevent one motion of rotation, or a second motion 
of translation, according to its position with regard to the 
first point of restraint and with regard to the form of the 
body. A third point of restraint causes the body to lose a 
third degree of freedom, and, finally, it will be found that 
all six degrees of freedom are lost, and the position of the 
body is fixed if six of its points are made to rest on six 

• 
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portions of the surface of the smooth fixed body, and if 
these portions are properly formed and placed.* 

It may be shown that in general six conditions are 
required to completely determine the position of a rigid 
body, or, expressing the same thing in another way, six 
coordinates specify the position of one rigid body relatively 
to another, considered to be fixed. 

The definitions of a closed pair or of a closed chain 
given in §§ 2 and 3 thus mean that any element or link 
in a closed pair or chain may have only one degree of 
freedom as referred to the fixed element or link. 

Consider, for example, a screw turning in a fixed nut, 
like the screw of a micrometer gauge. The position of 
such a screw is determined exactly if an arm attached to 
its head is forced to remain in contact with a fixed stop on 
the body of the gauge, and we say, therefore, that such a 
screw has only one degree of freedom, inasmuch as its 
position is fixed by one point of constraint. 1'he motion 
of a screw in its nut, a motion of translation accompanied 
by a definite and proportional motion of rotation whose 
axis is the direction of translation, is the most general kind 
of motion that can be possessed by a body having only one 
degree of freedom. 

The reader will notice that in two special cases, namely, 
when the pitch of the screw is infinite, and when the pitch 
is zero, the twisting motion of the nut becomes a mere 
translation or a mere rotation, both being specially impor
tant as plane motion involving one degree of freedom. 

In a similar way such a body as the connecting-rod 
of a direct-acting steam-engine is said to have constrained 
motion, having only one degree of freedom. The only 
possible motion at any instant for a given point on the 
rod is that of rotation about a certain virtual axis parallel 
to the axis of the crank-shaft. 

· 
* See § 6o, Chapter VII. 
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Such a contrivance as a ball-and-socket joint cannot be 
regarded as a closed pair, for the ball has three degrees of 
freedom \Vith regard to the socket. The ball has one point 
fixed, its centre, thus rendering all motion of translation 
impossible, and causing three degrees of constraint. The 
socket in fact might be replaced by three pairs of points 
touching the sphere at the ends of three diameters, each 
pair of points corresponding to one degree of constraint. 

Further examples may easily be imagined : the method 
?f determining the conditions as to freedom and constraint 
in any particular case will be evident from the instances 
just given.* 

8. Elements and Pairs in Rigid Links.-It has been 
pointed out that the pairs of elements formed on the links 
of which a mechanism is made up are of two kinds, namely, 
lower pairs, in which the elements are in contact with 
each other over the whole or part of the area of certain 
surfaces, and higher pairs, in \vhich such contact occurs 
only at certain points or along lines of points. 

In those portions of machines which are rigid the ele
ments must have forms which can be readily produced by 
the ordinary processes of the workshop. 4..\ccordingly �v1e 
find that their shapes are such as can be formed either in the 
lathe or the milling-machine, or by one of the many machine 
tools in ,vhich the cutting-tool describes a straight line with 
reference to the work. 1'he rigid elements forming the 
closed pairs in machines therefore have in general for their 
working surfaces either surfaces of revolution, plane sur
faces, or screw surfaces. 

From the definition of Lou:er Pairs it is also plain that 
the forms of their elements must be such as to fit one another 
not only in one position, but in any· position they may take 
up during their relative motion. It is plain also that two 

* The reader may refer to Thomson & Tait, Natural Philosophy, Part I, Sec
tions 195-201; also Tait, Enc. Brit., art. l\1echanics. 
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surfaces of revolution, the one full and the other hollow, will 
fulfil this condition, and if properly 

a 

b 

formed, so as to prevent any sliding 
along the axis of revolution, will con
stitute a closed lower pair in which 
either element can only have con
strained motion relatively to the other. 
Such pairs are called shortly turning 
pairs, and Fig. 8 represents two bodies, 
a and b, so shaped as to form such a 

Fie. s. turning pair. The body b is partly 
cut away, to show more clearly the outline of a. 

The same condition (of fitting each other in any position) 
obtains in the case of a screw of uniform pitch and its nut. 
The relative motion is also constrained, as has already been 
stated, and consists of a motion of rotation around the 
axis of the screw, combined in a constant ratio with a motion 
of translation along that axis. Such a pair of screw sur
faces forms a screw-pair.* 

In general a lower pair formed by two cylindrical or 
prismatic surlaces will have constrained relative motion, 
because it will only be possible to give one body a motion 
of translation along the generating lines of the prism or· 
cylinder relatively to the other body. If, however, the 
forms are circular cylinders, which are, of course, surfaces 
of revolution, then indefinite turning also is possible, the 
motion ceases to be constrained, and the pair is no longer 
closed. A pair of cylindrical or prismatic surfaces for 
which sliding only is possible is called a sliding pair (see 
Fig. 9). 

On examination it will be found that pairs of conical 
and other forms of surfaces generated by straight lines do 
not fulfil the conditions of continuous fitting or contact 
during motion, unless they are at the same time surfaces 

* See Chapter XI. 
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of revolution. Non-<:ylindrical ruled �urfaces in machines 
. thereforeohavcousuallyotool.'ikeopartoinohigh"1of"'iri11g. 

The three cb"""" of lower p.�in just discl1$SOO are then 
theoonlyoonesoloundoinotheorigidoportionsoofornachin«. 
�xamples of each kind will present themsch-e,; on cxamin
lflg a few simple machine,;, and tl,e means of constraint 
.should be noticed in each case. For instance, in a shaft-

journal,endwaysomotionooroslidingooftheshaftiniuobearing 
11 pn,vent.ed either byomakingotheodi.ame�roofthe journal 
llmall"'"othanothat of theoadjoining:oportions of theoshaft.or 
hy JeoJringoollarsooncith"'"•ideoofthcobearing. 

All the forms of ruled surfaces mentioned above, and 
<>ecasionallyoJ>hneosurfaces, •urfacesooforevolution, or screw 
surfaces,oareofoundoasoportion1oofohigher1�irs.oasowelloasoof 
lower pairs.

A simple arrangement of higher pairing can frequently 
be usedotogi'"eomotion of a kindwhichocould onlyobcoth"1"
wisc obtained by a complex chain of ]o,...,, pairs 

lt isoimportant toon◊ticeothathigh.,,-pain giveorei�tivc 
motion of a much more complex kind than is au.ainable 
by the u,;e of low"1" pairing. This fact is pointed out by 
Burmester,• and is expressed if we say that supposing a 

http:shaft.or
http:pn,vent.ed
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and b are two elements of a closed pair, and if a point A 
in a describes the same curve on b as a point B in b (originally 
coinciding with A)  describes on a, then the pair is a lo\ver 
pair. If, on the other hand, describE's on b a line orJ-1. 

curve different from that described by B on a, \-Ve have a 
case of higher pairing. Thus in the case of a lo,ver pair 
no alteration of the relative motion occurs vvhether ,ve 
consider one or the other of the elements as being the fi.xed 
one. 

Lo,ver pairing is the more important from a constructive 
point of vie\v, because the elements of a lovver pair have a 
simpler relative motion, they are able to resist wear ,vhen 
transtmitting heavy loads, and they can easily be made tight 
under fluid pressure. These are properties not possessed by 
higher pairs. 

9. Pairing of Non-rigid Links.-Passing on to the pair
ing of non-rigid links in mechanisms, it is found that these 
links may be classed under the following headst: 

( 1 )  Flexible bodies, such as ropes, belts, or chains. 
These are almost invariably paired vvith cylindrical sur
faces on to or from \Vhich they unv:rap or ,vrap themselves. 
Such pairing may be called tensi0n pairing, since the rope, 
belt, or chain is necessarily in tension. 

(2) Pressure links, ,vhich continually exert pressure on 
thet. elements \vith vvhich they pair. These links generally 
consist of portions of fluid, such as air, steam, or ,vater, 
and pair with the interior of the vessels containing them. 
Such a pair is known as a press1;t,re pair. 

Springs often form most important portions of mechan
isms and machines. They may be arranged so as to be 
in tension or in compression, and the resulting pairs may 
be said to be tension or pressure pairs, as the case may be. 

Actually all machine parts are elastic and so act to a 
certain minute extent as springs, but in kinematics we 
neglect all small changes of form, and consider such pieces 
as being rigid, classing under the head of springs only those 
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portions of machines whose elastic deformations under load 
are considerable in extent when compared \.vith the proper 
motions of the other machine parts or links \.vith which 
they pair. 

Non-rigid links will be considered at greater length sub
sequently. 

10. Classification of Mechanisms. - In attempting to 
classify mechanisms, which are made up of various kinds 
of links and involve so many kinds of pairing, vve are im
pressed \.Vith the magnitude and complexity of the task. 
It may be said, in fact, that up to the present no wholly 
satisfactory kind of machine classification has been pro
posed. Some account of ¥-rhat has been done ir1 this direction 
\vill be found in Chapter XIII i; for present purposes it ,,·ill 
be sufficient to consider mechanisms under three heads. 

( r )  Those involving only plane motion. These may be 
called shortly Plane 111echanisnis, and form by far the most 
mportant and numerous class. 

(2) liechanisms involving spheric motion, or, more 
briefly, Spheric J.fechanisnis. 

(3) Chains the relative motion of whose links is neither 
plane nor spheric, but of greater complexity. 

It is, however, to be understood that a mechanism of 
the third kind may contain certain links whose motion is 
plane or spheric, \.vhile any of them may include examples 
of both lower and higher pairing. 

A well-known instance of a spheric mechanism i3 Hooke's 
joint, the characteristic property of such chains being that 
the axes of the turning pairs they contain meet in a point. 
In the third class the most common examples are screw 
mechanisms. 

There is another method of classifying machines accord
ing to their geometrical properties, and according to the 
methods necessary for determining the various virtual 
centres of their links. Following this system, we should 
say that mechanisms of the I•1.rst Order are those in which, 
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having given the relative position of any two links, the posi
tions of all the other links may be found by geometrical 
construction of straight lines and circles. From this it 
follows that in such mechanisms, having given the whole 
mechanism in one position, we can find geometrically all 
its other possible positions, and the virtual centre of each 
link relatively to every other. Mechanisms not possessing 
these properties belong to higher orders, and are of com
paratively infrequent occurrence. 

··-
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	so connected that each of them has only one definite motion relatively to any other link. Thus if one link be fixed, the motion of any other can be determined. A closed chain having one link fixed is then equivalent to a mechanism. 
	The various ways in which closure is obtained in pairs and in chains will be discussed later. 
	A chain of which each link carries two elements is d a simple chain, for a link cannot have a less number of elements than two. If, however, any link or links have three or more elements respectively belonging to three or pairs, the chain is said to be compound. In some compound chains present more difficulties than do simple chains, but the kinematics of both kinds may be 
	terme
	more 
	ways 
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	studied by exactly the same methods. Fig. 4 shows a closed compound chain, ,vhich has been suggested as a straight-line motion. It will be seen that the link a is fixed, and that b earries one element of each of the pairs 
	Figure
	-
	FIG. 4. 
	FIG. 4. 
	ba, bd, be, while c has upon it one element of each of the pairs ca, cd, cf. 
	It is worth while noticing that if the link d were removed the chain would no longer be a closed one. The particular mechanism shown in Fig. 4 will be again referred to.* 
	In the last two figures the links have been represented by straight bars. From a kinematic point of view, however, the mechanisms or chains would have been unchanged if the form of the bars had been altered in any way, always supposing that the axes of the joints remain parallel and at the same distance apart, and that the forms of the links· are not such as to cause fouling or interference while the mechanism is in. motion. It is evident that these remarks apply generally, and we may say that, as a rule,
	* See Fig. 59. 
	the form or shape of a link in a chain is not of importance in kin em a tics, so long as the form adopted does not render impossible any portion of the required moYement of the link. Questions of form and shape fall \.vithin the province of the science of Iviachine Design. 
	\Ve have already seen that in discussing \vhether a kinematic chain is or is not equivalent to a mechanism, we suppose one link to be fixed, and we then proceed to determine vvhether the chain is closed or not; a closed chain ,having one link fixed being regarded as a mechanism. 
	The choice of the fixed link is left open, and by selecting different links of a kinematic chain different mechanisms are generally obtained. Thus, in general, from a giYen kjnematic chain we may derive as many mechanisms as the chain has links. These mechanisms are called the i11i·ersions of the original chain, and, as in the case of the inversion of pairs, the exchange of one fixed link for another is knovvn as the inversion of the chain. l\lany examples of such inversion will be met \.vith in the foll
	5. Motion and Position in a Plane.·-Kinematics is simply the science of pure motion, as is indee<l indicated by its name (from Khn;µa, motion), first suggested by .. .\mpere. Some of the simpler propositions of pure kinematics \Yill be given here before explaining their application in the special 
	-
	case of the kinematics of machines. rfhev are based on geometrical principles, since they deal \.vith the ideas of position and space. But it \vill be at once seen that the introduction of the ideas of time, and consequently of velocand acceleration, e-xtends the scope of the science of kinematics considerably beyond the limits of pure geometry. 
	ity 

	'fwo chief classes of problems arise, the first dealing with the position and motion of a particle, and the second treating or similar questions relating to rigid bodies. The motion non-rigid bodies is of course of a far more complex nature, and only a few elementary cases ,vill fall ,vithin the limits of this \.Vork. Indeed the motion of such bodies cannot be 
	of 

	investigated apart from the forces acting on them, and its consideration falls within the province of Kinetics, rather than vvithin that of Kinematics. 
	:Nlotion is defined as change of position, and is known if the position of the point or body considered is known for every instant. The positior. of a point or of a body can only be defined in relation to another point or body (as the case may be) ,vhose position is fixed, or, in other words, whose change of position is neglected. Position (and therefore motion) is then purely relativee. When we speak of a mountain being ten thousand feet in height, we are referring the position of its summit to an arbitra
	In the case of plane motion, this reference system is usually taken to be the surface on which is drawn the diagram representing the motion of the body considered. In order to define the plane motion of a plane figure, with regard to a plane, it is sufficient to know the motion of any two points in the figure ,vith reference to the plane. The truth of this will be seen by considering that if the motion of one point only \Vere known, we should still be ignorant of any rotation the figure might have about an
	In most cases, problems arising in the kinematic study of machines are found to involve the consideration of Plane Motion only. 
	ŁŁ rigid body having Plane 1vlotion nioves in such a ,vay that all planes originally parallel to a certain fixed plane (that of motion) remain parallel thereto during the whole movement of the body, ,vhile any point whatever in the body 
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	moves in a plane either parallel to or coincident with the plane of motion. 
	A body moving in this manner will in fact ha,e no motion of translation in a direction normal to the plane of motion, and the position of the body with respect to the plane of motion will agree exactly with the position of its projection on the plane of motion. Hence in considering the plane motion of rigid bodies, we need deal only with the kinematics of plane fires, and all propositions relating to the plane motion of plane fires will be applicable to that of rigid bodies. 
	r
	gu
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	It is not, in general, so necessary to trace out the whole motion of a body as to know what is its instantaneous motion at some given stage of its movement. By this term is meant the change of position executed by the body in a very small period of time. The manner in which these small changes of position follow one another must now be 
	Łonsidered for the case of plane motion. 
	In Fire 5, let AB, A'B', represent two successive positions of a plane fire (as defined by the position of two 
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	points A and Bin it) at the beginning and end of an interval which is· very small as compared with the whole period of motion. 
	of 
	time 

	Join AA', BB', and bisect the lines AA', BB', by straight lines perpendicular to AA', BB', and intersecting at C,. 
	Then it is plain that CA = C,4' and CB =CB', and if the point ,4 had described a very small circular arc ,vith centre C., its ne,v position ,vould haYe been ,4', and its path ,vould have been indistinguishable from the line .4 .4 '. The actual infinitesimally small change of position of the point A is therefore the same as if it had been rotated in the plane of motion around an axis perpendicular to the plane and passing through C' and similarly for the point B. Thus, kno,ving the change of position of t\vo
	1
	1
	1
	1
	l 
	the centre C

	1
	1
	1

	motion 
	motion 
	may 
	be 
	around 
	some 
	other 
	point 
	C2 
	indefinitely 

	near 
	near 
	to 
	c·l 
	' 
	and 
	so 
	on. 
	1'he point C2 corresponds to the 


	movement from A' B' to ,4 "B". Thus to every part of the motion of .4B, vvith regard to the plane, there corresponds a certain point c· in the plane, about which an equivalent virtual rotation has taken place. Such points. as C' C••• , are called the instaritancous or virtual centres of .-lB ,vith regard to the plane. The locus of C" or the curve described by the point Con the plane, is kno,vn as the ce11troac of .1.B \vith regard to the plane, and, in general, it forms a continuous curve. 
	l 
	2 

	In the case of a rigid body having plane motion, it ,vould be more correct to consider the equivalent rotation as taking place about a virtual axis (perpendicular to the plane of motion) of \Vhich the points c' c...are the successive 
	l2 
	traces on the plane of motion. Such a virtual axis ,vould then describe a surface in space, this surface being kno,vn as the axode of the body with regard to the plane of motion. For most cases of plane motion, ho,vever, we are content to simplify matters by considering the centrode instead of the axode. \Ve shall see later that in more complex forms of motion the axode becomes of great kinematic importance. It is in every case what is called a ruled surface, i.e., a surface described by successive position
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	Referring again to the plane motion of the figure AB (Fig. 5), let us inquire what happens if our construction fails. 
	This will occur if the bisectors of the lines AA' and BB' are parallel, in which case the successive positions of AB are also parallel to one another, and the motion of the body, or of the figure it represents, is one of sirnple translation in a straight line. The virtual centre for such motion as this is then at an infinite distance, and we may regard any plane motion of translation in a straight line as equivalent to a rotation about an infinitely distant centre. Again,.suppose that one of our reference 
	1 
	respects, the point Cis at the intersection of AB and A'B', produced if necessary ; as before, a simple rotation about Ct \Vould suffice to move AB into the new position A'B'. 
	t 

	It is thus shown that in every case the motion of a plane figure in a pla1ie may be regarded as equivalen,,t to a simple rotation about some actual or virtual centre, whose position in the plane will be fixed in the case of simple rotation, or will be at an infinite distance in the case of sin1ple translation. Such a virtual centre, however, is in general neither fixed, nor at an infinite distance, but changes its position as the body moves, and its locus in the plane is the centrode of the body ,vith refer
	body by the line joining the t\vo points in question. 
	It has thus been seen that the centrode of a body with regard to the plane of motion is a cun:e described on that plane by the virtual centre of the body. Let us now con
	-
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	sider the relative motion of tvvo bodies in a plane. Instead of supposing that the virtual centre 111 (Fig. 6) of the first body AB traces its centrode on the plane of motion, imagine that the curveismarkedon a sheet of paper or surface rigidly attached to the second body CD, and that the body CD is fixed. 1'he point 111 is then the one point common to the two bodies AB and CD at which there is no relative motion, for the only possible relative motion would be rotation about the point ]\1, a motion which is
	to the relative motion of t\\-·o bodies always touch at a point, which is the virtual centre for the instant considered, and we may represent such relative motion by the rolling on one another of a pair of centrodes. Further, we shall find that from the form of these centrodes we can determine the relative motion of the two bodies. 
	To make this clearer, the two cases of motion are represented in Fig. 6. AB and CD represent the original positions of the two bodies, and, CD remaining fixed, AB, B•••ABrepresent successive positions of AB, the motion from AB to AtBcorresponding to a rotation about a virtual centre M, and so on. The curve MM•••Mis then the centrode of AB with regard to CD. 
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	Next we have plotted the positions c·1D, C.JJ•••C
	1
	5

	2 6 which CD would occupy, supposing that the relative motion 
	D
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	were the same as before, but that AB now remained fixed. example, in the fire Cr/)has the same position relative to AB that A3B3 has to CD, and so on for all the other s. We now find the series of virtual centres .ll-1, 
	For 
	gu
	3 
	position
	1

	Figure
	FIG, 6, 
	FIG, 6, 
	2 ••• N by the construction previously explained, and
	N

	5 
	these centres lie on another curve touching the first and forming the centrode of CD with regard to AB. 
	see 
	that 
	at 
	ivf 
	1 

	Remembering that this curve is attached to, or rather d on, the body represented by AB, suppose that CD s fixed, while AB (with the centrode attached) moves 1B1, i.e., AB rotates instantaneously about lvl • · If the movement is imitated by tracing AB and the 1, N2 •••N5 on paper and placing AB in the position 2B2, it will be found that Ncoincides with lvf . When AB is at A3B3,lv:l3 and N3 coincide, and so on. Such suc
	describe
	remain
	from 
	AB 
	to 
	A 
	curv
	e 
	1'vl
	A
	2 
	2

	: 
	coincidences can only occur if the curve M1N5 
	cessive 

	rolls 
	the same way if we trace CD and the curve lvfM, occupy its successive positions, we find that the 1M5now rolling on A11Nr;• 
	In 
	1
	5
	and 
	let 
	CD 
	points 
	coincide as before, the curve M 

	Thus the given relative motion of AB and CD, through the successive positions shown on the figure, is represented by the rolling on one another of two curves, the pair of cen
	trodes of the two bodies. 
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	The reader is strongly recommended to satisfy himself of the correctness of the above statements by actually drawing a pair of bodies, and their centrodes for a given case of relative motion. Great care and accuracy in dra,ving are necessary in order to obtain correct positions for the virtual centres. 
	,ve have now discussed the case of the relative motion of two bodies in a plane, and have seen that their virtual centre describes a pair of curves, namely the centrodes, each being traced on one of the two bodies. 
	Suppose next that we have three bodies, represented, as before, by plane figures, and having any kind of relative plane motion. The three bodies will evidently have three virtual centres, while four bodies would have six, and so ont; in fact, a kinematic chain having plane motion and con
	-

	-
	sisting of n links will have virtual centres connected 
	n(nt
	1
	) 

	2 
	with it, for it will easily be seen that the number of virtual centres must be that of the combinations of n things taken two at a time. 
	On examination of any particular case we shall see that the various virtual centres in a mechanism having plane motion are arranged in threes, each three lying in a straight line, whatever be the position of the mechanism. 
	The proof of this statement is as followst: Consider any three of the bodies, or links forming the kin em atic chain or mechanism, and let us call them a, b, c. Denoting the virtual centre of a with regard to b by O and remembering
	ab 
	that this is the same point as the virtual centre of b with regard to a, we have for the three bodies considered the ab• 0ac• 0b · First consider b as being any point in a 
	three virtual centres O 
	e 
	fixed. Then with regard to the point 
	O
	a 

	b 
	has a simple motion of rotation, so that, for example, the ac is moving instantaneously and relatively to b in a ac •••0b· 
	point O 
	direction at right angles to the line O
	e

	Again, \.vith regard to the point Ob,• any point in c, such 
	/NTRODl!CTQRY CONS/Dl!RAT/0/IS. 
	a1o0.,.omustobeomovingoinstantanrouslyoandorelativclyotoob inadiroctionoatrightanglcstooth.,JineO., ... 0., 
	Thus tl,e pointoO.,. regarded as a point in a. is moving inaolineoperpcn<lic:ulartoO., ... O.,;owhileifol'l'gardedoas "-point inc.0.,movcs in a lineopcrpcndicubr toO., ... O,,, bbeingoŁardOOoa1ofixed in each case. O.,oeannotohase two separate <li=ticms of instantaneous movement at the &.'.I.me instant, hŁnce the lines 00, ••• o.,and00, ••• O,,are both perpcndieular to the 1,ame line, They cannot be 
	Figure
	parallel. since they both passothroui:hoO.,, ;md theyothercforecoincideoindil'fl<:tion.oi.e., the points0o0.,o0."o0,,olieon one straight line 
	Thcpo•itionooftheovirtualcentresinovariousmochanisms will be studied when wcoconsidcr the relative velocities of 
	ro;Ł;; gt:"":of';!t ;:;:::: \:•Ł;:-rm:ŁŁn;o:Ł 
	1 

	tionsofthcvinua!ccntresinaomccltanism. 
	be r:UŁtiCiŁ MŁŁ:ŁŁ!::::;:/Ł?;,Łt;,7Ł,::h;! 
	are plane motions. eitheroforotationoo.-translation,orboth combined. Such motions can be studied goomctrieally by 
	the method. indicated in the preceding section. It is possible (as will be seen later) to have a lower pair, in \.vhich the motion is non-plane. A some\.vhat limited number of cases of higher pairing also occur in \.vhich the motion is non-plane. 
	In every instance, however, in a closed pair, we have seen that there must be continuous contact of the surfaces, and it follo\VS that the most general possible relative motion of two parts of a mechanism is represented by the motion of one rigid body continuously touching another at a point or series of points. 
	i\ny such motion must be of the nature of sliding, rolling, or spinning, separately or combined. 
	Siniple rolling takes place if the instantaneous axis lies in the common tangent plane at the point of instantaneous contact. 
	Si1nple spinning exists when the instantaneous axis is. 
	the common normal at the point of contact. 
	Suppose that the relative motion is such that the instan
	taneous axis passes through the point of contact, and is 
	neither in nor perpendicular to the tangent plane. The 
	motion is then combined rolling and spinning. If the in
	stantaneous axis does not pass through the point of contact, 
	the rolling and spinning will further be combined with a 
	sliding motion. 
	We have a familiar example of combined rolling and 
	sliding in the mutual action of a pair of teeth in an ordinary 
	spur-wheel; the motion of the balls in a bicycle bearing, 
	again, is a case of combined rolling and spinning. 
	The links of a certain class of mechanism are found to 
	have such motions that their instantaneous axes all pass. 
	through a fixed point, while each portion of every link 
	remains at its own constant distance from that point. Such 
	motion is called spheric motion, because any given point 
	on a link must be always on the surface of a sphere de
	scribed about the fixed point as centre. It is evident that 
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	the most general case of spheric motion is that of a rigid body of which one point is fixed, and any kind of spheric motion can be made up by combining spins about axes passing through the fixed point. Plane motion may be looked upon as a particular case of spheric motion, in which the radius of the spheres is infinitely large. 
	7. Freedom and Constraint. -We have seen that the essential feature of a kinematic pair is the mutual constraint due to the forms of the two elements of which the pair is composed. Before considering the ways in which constraint or closure is actually applied it will be well to examine briefly the conditions on which the freedom of movement of a rigid body depends. 
	The most general motion of a free rigid body may be looked upon as being a combination of three independent rotations about three rectangular axes, with three independent motions of translation along those axes. Such a body may then be said to have six degrees of freedom, one which is taken away (or one degree of constraint is imposed) when any one of these six modes of movement is ed impossible. Suppose that the free rigid body is forced to touch a smooth fixed surface at one point, one degree of freedom
	of 
	render

	• 
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	portions of the surface of the smooth fixed body, and if these portions are properly formed and placed.* 
	It may be shown that in general six conditions are required to completely determine the position of a rigid body, or, expressing the same thing in another way, six coordinates specify the position of one rigid body relatively to another, considered to be fixed. 
	The definitions of a closed pair or of a closed chain given in §§ 2 and 3 thus mean that any element or link in a closed pair or chain may have only one degree of freedom as referred to the fixed element or link. 
	Consider, for example, a screw turning in a fixed nut, like the screw of a micrometer gauge. The position of such a screw is determined exactly if an arm attached to its head is forced to remain in contact with a fixed stop on the body of the gauge, and we say, therefore, that such a screw has only one degree of freedom, inasmuch as its position is fixed by one point of constraint. 1'he motion of a screw in its nut, a motion of translation accompanied by a definite and proportional motion of rotation whose 
	The reader will notice that in two special cases, namely, when the pitch of the screw is infinite, and when the pitch is zero, the twisting motion of the nut becomes a mere translation or a mere rotation, both being specially important as plane motion involving one degree of freedom. 
	In a similar way such a body as the connecting-rod of a direct-acting steam-engine is said to have constrained motion, having only one degree of freedom. The only possible motion at any instant for a given point on the rod is that of rotation about a certain virtual axis parallel to the axis of the crank-shaft. 
	· 
	* See § 6o, Chapter VII. 
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	Such a contrivance as a ball-and-socket joint cannot be regarded as a closed pair, for the ball has three degrees of freedom \Vith regard to the socket. The ball has one point fixed, its centre, thus rendering all motion of translation impossible, and causing three degrees of constraint. The socket in fact might be replaced by three pairs of points touching the sphere at the ends of three diameters, each pair of points corresponding to one degree of constraint. 
	Further examples may easily be imagined : the method ?determining the conditions as to freedom and constraint particular case will be evident from the instances just given.* 
	f 
	in 
	any 

	8. Elements and Pairs in Rigid Links.-It has been pointed out that the pairs of elements formed on the links of which a mechanism is made up are of two kinds, namely, lower pairs, in which the elements are in contact with each other over the whole or part of the area of certain surfaces, and higher pairs, in \vhich such contact occurs at certain points or along lines of points. 
	only 

	In those portions of machines which are rigid the elemust have forms which can be readily produced by the ordinary processes of the workshop. 4..\ccordingly �v1e find that their shapes are such as can be formed either in the or the milling-machine, or by one of the many machine tools in ,vhich the cutting-tool describes a straight line with reference to the work. 1'he rigid elements forming the closed pairs in machines therefore have in general for their working surfaces either surfaces of revolution, plan
	ments 
	lathe 

	From the definition of Lou:er Pairs it is also plain that the forms of their elements must be such as to fit one another only in one position, but in any· position they may take up during their relative motion. It is plain also that two 
	not 

	* The reader may refer to Thomson & Tait, Natural Philosophy, Part I, Sections 195-201; also Tait, Enc. Brit., art. l\1echanics. 
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	surfaces of revolution, the one full and the other hollow, will fulfil this condition, and if properly 
	a b 
	formed, so as to prevent any sliding 
	along the axis of revolution, will con
	stitute a closed lower pair in which 
	either element can only have con
	strained motion relatively to the other. 
	Such pairs are called shortly turning 
	pairs, and Fig. 8 represents two bodies, 
	a and b, so shaped as to form such a 
	turning pair. The body b is partly cut away, to show more clearly the outline of a. 
	Fie. s. 

	The same condition (of fitting each other in any position) obtains in the case of a screw of uniform pitch and its nut. The relative motion is also constrained, as has already been stated, and consists of a motion of rotation around the axis of the screw, combined in a constant ratio with a motion of translation along that axis. Such a pair of screw surfaces forms a screw-pair.* 
	In general a lower pair formed by two cylindrical or prismatic surlaces will have constrained relative motion, because it will only be possible to give one body a motion of translation along the generating lines of the prism or· cylinder relatively to the other body. If, however, the forms are circular cylinders, which are, of course, surfaces of revolution, then indefinite turning also is possible, the motion ceases to be constrained, and the pair is no longer closed. A pair of cylindrical or prismatic sur
	On examination it will be found that pairs of conical and other forms of surfaces generated by straight lines do not fulfil the conditions of continuous fitting or contact during motion, unless they are at the same time surfaces 
	* See Chapter XI. 
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	of revolution. Non-<:ylindrical ruled Łurfaces in machines .thereforeohavcousuallyotool.'ikeopartoinohigh"1of"'iri11g. 
	The three cb"""" of lower p.Łin just discl1$SOO are then 
	theoonlyoonesoloundoinotheorigidoportionsoofornachin«. 
	�xamples of each kind will present themsch-e,; on cxaminlflg a few simple machine,;, and tl,e means of constraint .should be noticed in each case. For instance, in a shaft-
	Figure
	journal,endwaysomotionooroslidingooftheshaftiniuobearing 11 eitherbyomakingotheodi.ameŁroofthe journal hyJeoJringoollarsooncith"'"•ideoofthcobearing. 
	pn,vent.ed
	llmall"'"othanothatoftheoadjoining:oportionsoftheoshaft.or 

	All the forms of ruled surfaces mentioned above, and <>ecasionallyoJ>hneosurfaces, •urfacesooforevolution, or screw surfaces,oareofoundoasoportion1oofohigher1Łirs.oasowelloasoof lower pairs.
	A simple arrangement of higher pairing can frequently beusedotogi'"eomotionofakindwhichocouldonlyobcoth"1"wisc obtained by a complex chain of ]o,...,, pairs 
	ltisoimportanttoon◊ticeothathigh.,,-paingiveorei�tivc motion of a much more complex kind than is au.ainable by the u,;e of low"1" pairing. This fact is pointed out by Burmester,• and is expressed if we say that supposing a 
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	and b are two elements of a closed pair, and if a point A in a describes the same curve on bas a point Bin b (originally coinciding with A) describes on a, then the pair is a lo\ver pair. If, on the other hand, describE's on b a line or
	J-1. 
	curve different from that described by B on a, \-Ve have a case of higher pairing. Thus in the case of a lo,ver pair no alteration of the relative motion occurs vvhether ,ve consider one or the other of the elements as being the fi.xed one. 
	Lo,ver pairing is the more important from a constructive point of vie\v, because the elements of a lovver pair have a simpler relative motion, they are able to resist wear ,vhen transtmitting heavy loads, and they can easily be made tight under fluid pressure. These are properties not possessed by higher pairs. 
	9. Pairing of Non-rigid Links.-Passing on to the pairing of non-rigid links in mechanisms, it is found that these links may be classed under the following headst: 
	(1) Flexible bodies, such as ropes, belts, or chains. 
	These are almost invariably paired vvith cylindrical surfaces on to or from \Vhich they unv:rap or ,vrap themselves. Such pairing may be called tensi0n pairing, since the rope, belt, or chain is necessarily in tension. 
	(2) Pressure links, ,vhich continually exert pressure on thet. elements \vith vvhich they pair. These links generally consist of portions of fluid, such as air, steam, or ,vater, and pair with the interior of the vessels containing them. Such a pair is known as a press1;t,re pair. 
	Springs often form most important portions of mechanisms and machines. They may be arranged so as to be in tension or in compression, and the resulting pairs may be said to be tension or pressure pairs, as the case may be. 
	Actually all machine parts are elastic and so act to a 
	certain minute extent as springs, but in kinematics we 
	neglect all small changes of form, and consider such pieces 
	as being rigid, classing under the head of springs only those 
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	portions of machines whose elastic deformations under load are considerable in extent when compared \.vith the proper motions of the other machine parts or links \.vith which pair. 
	they 

	Non-rigid links will be considered at greater length subquently. 
	se

	10. Classification of Mechanisms. -In attempting to classify mechanisms, which are made up of various kinds of links and involve so many kinds of pairing, vve are impressed \.Vith the magnitude and complexity of the task. It may be said, in fact, that up to the present no wholly satisfactory kind of machine classification has been pro
	posed. 
	Some account of ¥-rhat has been done ir1 this direction found in Chapter XIIIi; for present purposes it be sufficient to consider mechanisms under three heads. 
	\vill 
	be 
	,,·ill 

	(r) 
	(r) 
	(r) 
	Those involving only plane motion. These may be shortly Plane echanisnis, and form by far the most mportant and numerous class. 
	calle
	d 
	111


	(2) 
	(2) 
	liechanisms involving spheric motion, or, more briefly, Spheric J.fechanisnis. 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	Chains the relative motion of whose links is neither e nor spheric, but of greater complexity. 
	plan



	however, to be understood that a mechanism of the third kind may contain certain links whose motion is plane or spheric, \.vhile any of them may include examples both lower and higher pairing. 
	It 
	is, 
	of 

	own instance of a spheric mechanism i3 Hooke's characteristic property of such chains being that axes a point. third class the most common examples are screw anisms. 
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	is another method of classifying machines accord
	is another method of classifying machines accord
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	their geometrical properties, and according to the necessary for determining the various virtual centr
	meth
	ods 
	es 

	their links. Following this system, we say that mechanisms of the I•1.rst Order are those in which, 
	of 
	should 
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	having given the relative position of any two links, the positions of all the other links may be found by geometrical construction of straight lines and circles. From this it follows that in such mechanisms, having given the whole mechanism in one position, we can find geometrically all its other possible positions, and the virtual centre of each link relatively to every other. Mechanisms not possessing these properties belong to higher orders, and are of comparatively infrequent occurrence. 
	··
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